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Stealing from Bandits takes you behind the scenes of a major
casino and lets you take-in what the cameras see and only the
bosses are supposed to know.
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'I killed the psychotic bandits in the hotel and saved their
hostage and took some of their stuff, which of course led to
morale being raised as per.
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My guys cleared out bandit hideouts and took from piles that
said "Private Property." Why do the get sad from stealing from
them? I remember.
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powered by Wikia
So, I went to the hotel and killed 1 thug, but the others
chased me away and I got wounded. After some time, I came back
with another character.
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lose to your own wandering mind? Monty Python sent up the
highwayman legends in the Dennis Moore sketch in Episode 37 of
Monty Python's Flying Circusin which John Cleese played the
titular criminal who stole only lupins.
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